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Abstract
Global warming brings a series of problems, including the worsening of
drought stress worldwide. This paper aims to find optimal Calcium-using
strategies in realistic events of drought stress. Maize seedlings were grown in
solutions with differing Ca2+ concentrations, and PEG6000 was used to
simulate drought stress. Several physiological indexes were measured to determine the effect of Calcium ions on maize seedlings under drought stress.
Results show that a calcium concentration of 10 mM yields best results under
both normal and drought conditions, but the lower calcium concentration of
2 mM may be more favorable in short-term drought stress situations.
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1. Introduction
Calcium is an essential element for plants, functioning as a second messenger in
cells, and can influence aquaporins on membrane structures, helping plants resist many kinds of environmental stress [1]. Maize is an extremely important
crop worldwide, and it possesses the relatively efficient C4 pathway for photosynthesis, which many staple crop species lack. In the foreseeable future, drought
stress will only become more severe due to population growth and global climate
change, threatening large areas of maize farmland [2]. Thus, research concerning the drought resistance of maize seedlings is significant. It is widely accepted
academically that Calcium ions can facilitate plants resist drought stress [3].
However, research concerning the effects of different concentrations of Calcium
on maize seedlings under drought stress is relatively lacking. Immersing maize
seeds in solutions containing Calcium ions can help them resist drought stress,
but this method would very likely encounter problems in practice. It may be
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hard for peasants to correctly make the solution, and if seed sellers immerse the
seeds themselves, the seeds will quickly begin to germinate, creating difficulties
for transportation and storage. Based on these reasons, maize seedlings were
used as the experimental subject, and the influence of different Calcium solutions on maize seedlings under drought stress is explored with the goal of finding a strategy that works best in real-world situations.

2. Materials and Methods
Healthy, non-infected B73 maize seeds were used for the experiment. They are
first sterilized for 25 min with 10% H2O2 solution, and then rinsed in clear water
five times. The seeds are put in a lightproof tray with moist paper for germination. The seedlings are separated into 6 groups, with 25 plants per group. All
saplings are grown in the same room at 23˚C and 40% humidity under a 100 W
LED light. Calcium treatment starts after most seedlings enter the three-leaf
phase. 6 different Calcium concentrations are applied to the roots of each group:
0 mM, 2 mM, 5 mM, 10 mM, 20 mM, and 40 mM. 15% PEG6000 is added to the
root nutrient solution of all groups after 12 days to simulate drought stress. Several groups of data are taken. It is hypothesized that the values would follow a
curve with one peak and become lower farther away from the peak.
Leaf length and width are measured by a ruler. Leaves are spread out flat and
one end of the ruler is aligned with the bases of leaves. The lengths from the base
to the furthest point where leaves are still green are used. The growth rates of
leaves were calculated through dividing the product of the amount of change in
leaf length and width by the value of leaf length and width, which is further used
to calculate the mean leaf growth rate of every group. SPAD value is measured
with equipment after PEG is added. The SPAD values of the tips, middle section
and bases of each fully grown leaf on every seedling were measured, and their
mean is used to represent the mean SPAD value of their respective groups.

3. Results and Analysis
The mean leaf length and width of each group is shown in Graph 1 and Graph
2. After Ca2+ is added and before drought stress is simulated, the 10 mM group
produced the highest mean leaf length and width in all groups, and this value is
significantly higher than the values of the other groups. After drought stress is
simulated, the 10 mM group still expressed the highest mean leaf length in all
groups, and its mean leaf width is only slightly lower than that of the 2 mM
group. The 5 mM group expressed extremely low leaf length and width, lower
than both the 0 mM group and the 2 mM group. The 2 mM group’s leaf length
and width are surprising; instead of following the pattern and being low, the
mean leaf length is near to that of the 10 mM group, and the mean leaf width is
slightly higher than the 10 mM group. In contrast to the 2 mM group, the 5 mM
group displayed strangely low leaf width and length, even lower than the 0 mM
group, before PEG was added.
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Graph 1. The mean leaf length of every group. Blue lines represent values
measured 12 days after Ca2+ ions are added. Red lines represent values measured 6 days after PEG is added. The mean leaf width of the groups did not differ significantly before adding Ca2+ ions.

Graph 2. The mean leaf width of every group. Blue lines represent values
measured 12 days after Ca2+ ions are added. Red lines represent values measured 6 days after PEG is added. The mean leaf length of the groups did not
differ significantly before adding Ca2+ ions.

The mean SPAD values of every group are shown in Graph 3. Under simulated drought conditions, the 10 mM group expressed the highest mean SPAD
value in all the groups. The mean SPAD values of the 40 mM group and the 0
mM group are lowest among the groups. The 2 mM group showed no abnormalities in mean SPAD value: Its mean SPAD value followed the pattern of distribution with a peak value at a certain Calcium concentration and the values of
other concentrations getting progressively lower as the concentrations differ
from the peak concentration.

4. Discussion
Leaf length and width are important plant physiological indexes, directly reflecting how healthy a plant is, and greatly influencing the rate of photosynthesis
and the amount of products made from photosynthesis. Under drought conditions,
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Graph 3. The mean SPAD values of every group. All values are measured 6
days after PEG is added to simulate drought stress.

plants’ growth is inhibited due to lack of water and membrane damage, and leaf
length and width were lowered. In this experiment, the 10 mM group had the
highest leaf length and width both before and after the simulated drought stress.
The 2 mM group also demonstrated relatively good growth, but this is due to
drought-induced growth and recovery mechanisms [4]. The photosynthetic
components of cells within the growth zone are up-regulated due to drought
stress, resulting in chlorophyll accumulation in the elongation zone, but the net
effect on photosynthesis is inhibitive in mature cells [4]. Comparing the mean
leaf lengths of the 2 mM group to the 10 mM group before the simulated
drought stress, the 10 mM group went through more growth and is thus more
mature, which causes plants in this group to be affected less by the drought-induced
growth and recovery mechanisms. This accounts for the relatively high leaf
length and width of the 2 mM group after adding PEG.
The 5 mM group displayed very irregular data. Assuming the data is not erroneous, the reasons for this are unknown. Many aquaporins are directly or indirectly controlled by Ca2+ [1]. Thus, I hypothesize that certain related mechanisms might be triggered by a Calcium concentration between 2 mM and 5 mM in
maize, activating at 2 mM but not at 5 mM, resulting in better growth in the 2
mM group, but this is not validated by experimentation.
In addition, even before PEG is added, it is observed that the growth of the
seedlings in the 40 mM group is poor, expressing mean leaf length and width
significantly lower than all the other groups, much more yellow and unhealthy
leaves, and generally weak, short plants with high death rate. These are typical
characteristics of poisoning from high metal ion concentration. In this case, the
metal ion is clearly Ca2+. Comparing this set of data to the data of low calcium
group, the harm from salt poisoning is much greater than the negative effects of
Calcium deficiency under drought stress.
SPAD value reveals the photosynthetic rate of plant leaves. Photosynthesis is
one of the most important biochemical processes in plants, providing them with
many kinds of organic matter and energy. Under simulated drought stress, the
mean SPAD value of the 10 mM group is the highest in all groups, meaning that
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this group’s rate of photosynthesis is higher than any of the other groups.
Drought stress causes stomata to close more, giving the plant less CO2 for photosynthesis. Drought stress also causes membrane damage, which can be severe
enough to lead to plant death [5]. Furthermore, drought stress increases the
oxidative stress on plants [4]. All of these affect photosynthesis negatively. Thus,
the mean SPAD value of a group can be used to examine its resistance to
drought stress: the higher the mean SPAD value is, the more resistant the plant
is to drought stress. As Graph 3 shows, the relatively less affected groups shifted
from the 2 mM group and the 10 mM group before the simulated drought stress,
to the 10 mM group and the 20 mM group after the simulated drought stress.
This means that an increase in Calcium concentration may facilitate maize
seedlings withstand drought stress. However, the effects of 20 mM Calcium seem
to be less than that of 10 mM Calcium, suggesting that contrary to common
knowledge, higher than normal Calcium concentrations may have little effect
helping maize seedlings resist drought stress.
To sum up, the ideal Calcium concentration under normal circumstances is
10 mM in this experiment, and it is shown to best alleviate the negative effects of
drought stress on maize seedlings. However, a greater strategy to deal with
short-term drought stress is to administer lower Calcium concentrations near 2
mM, which leads to normal or even better than normal growth in the short term
and conserves resources. Calcium levels that are higher than the normal optimum concentration can have better effects than lower concentrations in the
event of long-term drought stress, but the overall effect is not as good as the
normal optimum concentration. Rather than increasing the amount of Calcium
given to maize seedlings through fertilizers, continuing to give them the amount
of Calcium that ensures good growth under normal conditions is perhaps the
best thing to do in the event of drought stress. This experiment used aquaculture
to control all ions available to the plants; in realistic situations, soil itself contains
Calcium, so the exact optimum values for any specific situation cannot be determined easily, and the final results may vary.
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